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By Eugene E. Narrett

AuthorHouse. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 348 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.0in. x
1.3in.In Culture of Terror Eugene Narrett accomplishes a remarkable task: defining and identifying
the roots of postmodernism in the scientific utopianism of the Enlightenment. Dr. Narrett explains
and traces the increasing totalitarian core of this drive to control and perfect human beings to the
media distraction machine. Using core texts from political philosophy and literature, he follows the
Romantic revolution in values and scientific utopianism, through Modernism and its suicidal,
relativistic, power mad postscript, postmodernism. Using a broad palette of great writings from
many disciplines he traces Americas regression to nihilistic paganism directed by an oligarchy and
a new, hi-tech feudalism that impoverishes and de-humanizes. In America, the flower of the West,
the contradictions and self-negation in this process are most pronounced and grotesque as shown
by popular culture which he examines extensively. Culture of Terror is a unique tale of imperial
identity theft playing out its logic in confessions of regret, expressive instrospection (psychology)
and the exhibitionism of media spectacles that absorb and program everything in the
disintegrating language of its its distraction machine. This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive from Roseburg,OR,...
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This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a published
pdf.
-- Dea nna  Ra th I-- Dea nna  Ra th I

This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom  Fisher-- Tom  Fisher
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